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Aminimum-complexity tectonic reconstruction, based onpublished andnewbasin openingmodels, depicts how
the Scotia Sea grew by Cenozoic plate divergence, dismembering a Jurassic shearedmargin of Gondwana. Part of
the Jurassic–early Cretaceous ocean that accreted to this margin forms the core of the Central Scotia Plate, the arc
plate above a trench at the eastern end of the Scotia Sea, whichmigrated east away from the Antarctic and South
American plates. A sequence of extensional basins opened on the western edge of the Central Scotia Plate at 50–
30 Ma, decoupled from the South American Plate to the northwest by slow motion on a long transform fault.
Succeeding the basins, seaﬂoor spreading started around 30 Ma on the West Scotia Ridge, which propagated
northwards in the 23–17 Ma period and ceased to operate at 6 Ma. The circuits of plate motions inside and out-
side the Scotia Arc are joined via rotations that describe Antarctic–Central Scotia plate motion in Powell Basin
until 20 Ma, and along the South Scotia Ridge thereafter. The modelled relative motion at the northern edge of
the Scotia Sea is thus constrained only by the plate circuit, but nonetheless resembles that known coarsely
from the geological record of Tierra del Fuego. A paleobathymetric interpretation of nine time slices in the
model shows Drake Passage developing as an intermediate-depth oceanographic gateway at 50–30 Ma, with
deep ﬂow possible afterwards. Initially, this deep ﬂowwould have beenmade tortuous by numerous intermedi-
ate and shallow barriers. A frontal pattern resembling that in the modern Scotia Sea would have awaited the
clearance of signiﬁcant barriers by continuing seaﬂoor spreading in the Scotia Sea at ~18.5 Ma, at Shag Rocks
Passage, and after 10 Ma southeast of South Georgia.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Understanding of the Cenozoic growth of the Scotia Sea in the South
Atlantic (Fig. 1) bears on a number of questions in other disciplines.
Paleobiogeographical similarities between South America, Antarctica,
Australia and Zealandia leave little doubt that a continental connection
existed for much of Paleogene time between the Antarctic Peninsula
and Patagonia. The loss of this interchange is important in understand-
ing the colonisation of South America, Antarctica, Australia and
Zealandia by their various mammal clades (Goin et al., 2006; Reguero
and Marenssi, 2010; Woodburne and Case, 1996). Similarly, although
it is certain that the region was inundated as the ﬂoor of the Scotia Sea
widened and deepened, it is less well known bywhich times the Paciﬁc
and Atlantic oceans to the west and east became connected across it for
shallow, intermediate, and deep water exchange (Pfuhl and McCave,
2005; Scher andMartin, 2006). Alongwith this it has long been debated
whether the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, an oceanic frontal system
that requires the existence of a deep ocean encircling Antarctica
and through Drake Passage, was a direct driver of Antarctic glaciation
and the accompanying global changes or a later consequence of it
(De Conto and Pollard, 2003; Kennett, 1977). More recently, ocean
and climate modelling experiments have led to suggestions that an
intermediate, or even shallow (Ekman Layer; b100 m), oceanic connec-
tion at Drake Passage may have been sufﬁcient to bring about global
changes well before the conditions existed for the modern frontal sys-
tem to exist (Sijp and England, 2005; Toggweiler and Bjornsson,
2000). The oceanic gateway through Drake Passage also played marine
biogeographic roles, acting physically ﬁrst as a connection and later as a
barrier to shelf-dwelling taxa (Convey et al., 2009; González-Wevar
et al., 2012), and elsewhere as a possible connection for mid-ocean
ridge hydrothermal vent fauna (Roterman et al., 2013). The Antarctic
frontal system was also important in the evolution and radiation of
modern penguins and baleen whales (Baker et al., 2006; Fordyce,
2003; Hospitaleche et al., 2013; Steeman et al., 2009). Finally, the
shrinking mantle of the subduction-bound Paciﬁc Ocean has been sug-
gested to be moving through the region beneath the Scotia Sea to mix
with the expanding Atlantic mantle (Alvarez, 1982; Pearce et al., 2001).
These questions are frequently addressed in the light of paleogeo-
graphic information from hemisphere-scale plate reconstructions
showing large plates that do not encapsulate the intricacies of the Scotia
Sea's development (e.g. from the ODSN Plate Tectonic Reconstruction
Service; Hay et al., 1999), or more detailed reconstructions led
from tectonostratigraphic interpretations that are difﬁcult to reconcile
with the record of those intricacies as preserved in the ﬂoor of the
Scotia Sea's various basins (e.g. Lawver et al., 1992, 2011). Although
data sets and models concerning the growth of many of these basins
exist (e.g. Eagles and Livermore, 2002; Eagles et al., 2005, 2006;
Vanneste and Larter, 2002), no detailed synthesis of them has been
presented. To meet this need, we present a set of detailed tectonic
reconstructions for the Scotia Sea, showing its development over the
last 50 million years. Our approach is to combine Euler rotation models
for the separation of the region's various continental elements.
We favour Euler rotations from models built to recapitulate simple
geophysical observations from the basins between the continents,
rather than to support or illustrate any synthesis of derived regional
tectonostratigraphic interpretations. In addition, we make explicit use
of other plate tectonic considerations, ﬁrstly that plates should be inter-
nally rigid and secondly that the plate circuit east of the Paciﬁc margin
should be closed.Wedo this by considering themeanings of reconstruc-
tion underlaps and overlaps with respect to the geological history of the
Scotia Sea and by depicting the minimum number of tectonic plates
permitted by the constraints. Finally, we illustrate the resulting regional
synthesis using reconstructions of a gridded bathymetric data set, and
brieﬂy discuss the reconstructions in terms of some of the wider ques-
tions outlined above.
2. Tectonic studies of the Scotia Sea
Today, the Scotia Sea is a collage of deep basins and shallower banks
and swells that is encircled by a chain of islands and submarine banks
called the Scotia Arc (Fig. 1). The complex stretches for more than
2500 km between Tierra del Fuego and the Antarctic Peninsula in the
west, and the South Sandwich Islands in the east. Inside the Scotia Arc,
the ﬂoor of the Scotia Sea consists of at least ﬁve deep basins on oceanic
basement, as deﬁned by interpretations of magnetic reversal isochrons,
fracture zones, active or extinct mid-ocean ridges, and deep rough
seismic basement without internal reﬂectivity (e.g. Barker et al., 1991;
British Antarctic Survey, 1985). The three largest of these basins, from
west to east, are known as the west, central and East Scotia seas. To
the south of the west and central Scotia seas lie the smaller Protector
and Dove basins, set apart from each other by the shallower areas
known as Terror Rise, Pirie Bank and Bruce Bank. East of Bruce Bank
lies a sixth basin, Scan basin, whose crustal nature is not known. A
further bank, Discovery Bank, lies to the east of Scan Basin.
The long northern and southern arms of the Scotia Arc are referred
to as the North and South Scotia ridges. The North Scotia Ridge begins
at Staten Island off Tierra del Fuego, and continues eastwards via the
relatively shallow submarine Burdwood, Davis, Barker (or Aurora) and
Shag Rocks banks to the South Georgia microcontinent. Outcrops at
Staten Island, Shag Rocks, and South Georgia are of Jurassic and
Cretaceous continental rocks (British Antarctic Survey, 1985). South
Georgia also bears a Jurassic ophiolite complex (Alabaster and Storey,
1990). The deep (N3 km) Falkland Trough lies to the north of the
North Scotia Ridge. The South Scotia Ridge begins at the northern tip
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of the Antarctic Peninsula, continuing eastwards via a narrow
and heavily-dissected submarine bank with small island outcrops dom-
inated by continental, subduction-related rocks of Paleozoic to Creta-
ceous ages (Dalziel, 1972). The eastern end of the South Scotia Ridge
is the South Orkney Microcontinent where more Triassic and younger
continental rocks are to be found (Dalziel et al., 1981). A small oceanic
basin, Powell Basin, separates the microcontinent from the Antarctic
Peninsula. To the east of the South Georgia and South Orkney
microcontinents, the Scotia Arc closes via the active volcanic South
Sandwich island arc and its submerged inactive ancestors at Jane and
Discovery banks (Barker, 1995; Barker et al., 1982, 1984). The South
Sandwich Islands lie on the western side of the deep South Sandwich
Trench, and together form parts of an active subduction zone at which
seaﬂoor of the South American Plate is being thrust beneath the Scotia
Plate.
2.1. Tectonostratigraphic iconography of the Scotia Sea
The nature and geological history of the region have been of interest
since the 19th century. Barrow (1831) noted that the rocks of the South
Shetland Islands, on the northwestern side of the Antarctic Peninsula,
seem to mark a continuation of the Andes of Tierra del Fuego, being of
‘precisely the same formation’. Arctowski (1895) developed this idea
by sketching the hypothesis of the two areas as the emergent shoulders
of an east-closing submarine orocline beneath the Scotia Sea. This idea
was widely represented throughout the ﬁrst half of the twentieth
Fig. 1. Drake Passage, the Scotia Sea, and surrounding region. Top: satellite altimetry-derived free-air gravity data (Sandwell and Smith, 2009) with earthquake focal mechanisms
(Dziewonski et al., 1981). Bottom: Place names used in text. Light grey shading, shallower than 2 km; mid grey, shallower than 3 km; dark grey, deeper than 6 km. Inset: present
plate boundaries.
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century as the presence of the Scotia Arc became known and dredging
and outcrop mapping started to conﬁrm its mostly-continental nature
(Pirie, 1905; Suess, 1909; Tilley, 1935; Trendall, 1953, 1959).
The Scotia Arc came with time to be considered as the product of
various ideas of a mobile crust, and ultimately of plate tectonics
(Barker and Grifﬁths, 1972; Hawkes, 1962; Matthews, 1959; Wilson,
1966). Its constituents continued to be interpreted as having dispersed
from the Antarctic Peninsula and Tierra del Fuego, which by now
were presented as the products of convergent margin processes acting
since Jurassic times. These interpretations were based on comparative
tectonostratigraphy, most strikingly of the Cretaceous rocks of
South Georgia and Tierra del Fuego (Dalziel, 1983; Dalziel and Elliot,
1971; Dalziel et al., 1975). Numerous attempts (e.g. Fig. 2), based on
various plausible correlations were made to reconstruct a convergent
Paciﬁc margin prior to the Scotia Sea by interpreting and aligning
tectonostratigraphic terranes in the Scotia Arc, Antarctic Peninsula
and Tierra del Fuego (Dalziel, 1983; Garrett et al., 1986; King and
Barker, 1988). On the basis of continental geology alone, these correla-
tions remain difﬁcult to evaluate decisively even today (Barbeau, 2011).
In attempts to discriminate between the various tectonostratigraphic
arrangements, geophysical observations of the deeper parts of the Scotia
Sea were used to determine the timing and orientation of extension in
basins that formed as the parts of the Scotia Arc separated. In particular,
this work focussed on the model ages and orientations of seaﬂoor
spreading-related magnetic anomalies. A group under Peter Barker at
the University of Birmingham, and later the British Antarctic Survey,
pioneered this work along with the PLATES group at the University of
Texas. Barker (1970, 1972) assumed that most of the Scotia Sea's
magnetically-lineated seaﬂoor postdates 40 Ma, based on reliable parts
of themagnetic reversal timescale at the time. The generally-shallow sea-
ﬂoor seemed to conﬁrm this as understanding grew of the way in which
normal oceanic lithosphere subsideswith age, as it cools, becomesdenser,
and sinks into theunderlyingmantle (e.g. Parsons and Sclater, 1977; Stein
and Stein, 1992). By this process, from a series of studies through the
1970s and 1980s (reviewed by Barker et al., 1991 and Barker, 2001), a re-
gional plate kinematic synthesiswas built to depict the assumption, going
back to the 19th century, of a compact cuspate arrangement of continen-
tal blocks at Gondwana's Paciﬁcmargin. This synthesis is now the basis, in
part or whole, for numerous regional tectonic compilations and data
products (Brown et al., 2006; Lagabrielle et al., 2009; Müller et al., 2008;
Vérard et al., 2012).
As well as being a non-unique, and to some even non-optimum,
description of the tectonostratigraphic similarities (Dalziel, 1983), the
synthesis is not ﬂawless in its reconciliation of those similarities with
the opening histories of the basins in the Scotia Sea. This is most starkly
illustrated for South Georgia, which, if regarded as a close neighbour of
Tierra del Fuego in Cretaceous times, has left no complete trace in the
seaﬂoor of the journey to its present location 1600 km further east
(Cunningham et al., 1998; Dalziel et al., 2013a; Eagles, 2010a). Because
of these difﬁculties, in the following we concentrate on the constraints
available for reconstructing the tectonics of the Scotia Sea by optimising
models of the basin ﬂoor's growth without any constraining assump-
tions about the shape, location, or tectonostratigraphy of the Scotia
Arc in the past.
2.2. Plate kinematics around the Scotia Arc
Much of the ﬂoor of the Scotia Sea consists of oceanic lithosphere
whose growth andmotionwould have been constrained by the evolving
space created by relativemotions of the surrounding larger plates. These
motions constrain the growth of the Scotia Sea in as much as it is unrea-
sonable to expect two reconstructed areas of present-day lithosphere to
occupy the same space (that is, to overlap) without evidence for their
extension since the time of the reconstruction, or to be separated by
large distances (underlap) without evidence for later subduction or
shortening. To use such constraints, it is ﬁrst necessary to show how
the plates surrounding the Scotia Sea moved with respect to each other.
2.2.1. South American–Antarctic plate divergence
The South American and Antarctic continents started moving with
respect to each other in Jurassic times, as constituents of west and east
Gondwana (Jokat et al., 2003; König and Jokat, 2006). Controversy
haunts the issue of just howmany plates were involved in this process.
Nearly half of the intervening seaﬂoor has been lost by subduction be-
neath the South Sandwich Islands and South Orkney Microcontinent.
From what remains preserved in the Weddell Sea, patterns of fracture
zones and magnetic isochrons are interpretable as having formed by
the divergence of just two plates, the South American and Antarctic
plates, since at least 150 Ma and maybe since breakup beforehand
(Eagles and Vaughan, 2009; Eagles et al., in preparation). Paleomagnetic
studies on dykes from the Falkland Islands, however, suggest as much
as 120° of independent rotation of a third plate bearing the islands in
Jurassic times (Stone et al., 2009; Taylor and Shaw, 1989).
Since 84 Ma, however, it is not disputed that only two plates
were diverging north and south of what was to become the Scotia Sea,
and that these plates were the South American and Antarctic plates
(Cunningham et al., 1995; Eagles et al., in preparation; Livermore
et al., 2005; Nankivell, 1997). Numerical models of this divergence
Fig. 2. Possible tectonostratigraphic reconstructions showing a time before the Scotia Sea existed, after Dalziel (1983). In panel a the region is reconstructedwith some knowledge of basin
openinghistories in the Scotia Sea, panel b showsDalziel's (1983)most-favourable arrangement of the Scotia Arc terranes listedwith respect to theGondwanamargin they are interpreted
to have formed at, and panel c shows an alternative arrangement for favourable relationships between terranes further north and south in Patagonia and the Antarctic Peninsula.
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based on the pattern of fracture zones and magnetic isochrons in the
Weddell Sea show that itwas initially directed northwest, that it slowed
down considerably and rotated into a north–south orientation in the
period 65–50 Ma, and that afterwards faster northwest divergence
was re-established, rotating slowly towards a west-northwest orienta-
tion over the period 40–20 Ma. By today, South American–Antarctic
plate motion is oriented almost east–west.
Subduction in the northwest Weddell Sea, beneath the South
OrkneyMicrocontinent, is thought to have started at a Cretaceous trans-
form fault along the sea's western continent–ocean boundary after it
started to accommodate convergence as a consequence of the changing
direction of SouthAmerican–Antarctic platemotion (Barker et al., 1991;
Eagles, 2010b). Oceanic lithosphere on the South American side of the
margin was thrust far enough beneath the Antarctic Peninsula and for
long enough that subduction was forced to initiate (Leng and Gurnis,
2011). The loss of South American lithosphere in this way continued
until segments of the South American–Antarctic mid-ocean ridge,
approaching from southeast of the collision zone, started colliding
with it in Miocene times. With these collisions, new material ceased to
enter the subduction zone because the trailing plate on the colliding
ridge crest and the overriding plate on the subduction zone were both
the Antarctic Plate (Barker et al., 1982). The ridge was organised into a
series of short slow-spreading segments, making it difﬁcult to consis-
tently model magnetic reversal isochrons that record its progress
towards collision. Fromwhere this has been done successfully, collision
events seem to have occurred at progressively later times towards the
northeast, until the most recent collision at ~3 Ma near 33°W, 60°S
(Barker et al., 1984; Hamilton, 1989). Barker et al. (1984) suggested
that these events may have been of fundamental importance for their
complex of back-arc basins in the Scotia Sea, by removing an indepen-
dently mobile element and a source of plate-boundary torque, the
trench, from the plate circuit. Subduction of South American Plate
lithosphere continues at the present day beneath the east Scotia Sea.
2.2.2. Jane Basin
Jane Basin is a narrow basin between the South Orkney
Microcontinent and Jane Bank, a seaﬂoor and basement ridge that
marks the northwestern limit of fracture zone fabric and prominent
magnetic reversal anomalies in the northwest Weddell Sea. Dredges
from the bank returned arc-type igneous rocks (Barker et al., 1984).
Its location at what would have been an active subduction zone invites
an interpretation as a back-arc or intra-arc basin ﬂoored either by oce-
anic or arc crust. Ridge-crest–trench collision occurred off the southern
end of Jane Basin in the time between chrons 6C and 6 (23–20 Ma), but
later (chron 5; 10 Ma) off the northern end of the basin (Barker et al.,
1984; Bohoyo et al., 2002; Hamilton, 1989; Livermore and Woollett,
1993). Extension in the basin, if it was subduction-related, may have
ended during this period. Consistent with this, Maldonado et al.
(1998) correlated the seismic stratigraphies of Powell and Jane basins
to suggest that Jane Basin dates from the period 18–13 Ma. Magnetic
anomalies in the basin are of low amplitude and incoherent, leaving iso-
chron interpretations equivocal (Bohoyo et al., 2002). Assumingoceanic
basement and the same isostatic correction (Crough, 1983) to the depth
of sedimented seaﬂoor as in Powell, Protector and Dove basins (Eagles
et al., 2006; King and Barker, 1988), Jane Basin would date from the
period 27–19 Ma. On the other hand, an older age, 32–25 Ma, is sug-
gested from heat ﬂow estimates under the assumption that the basin
ﬁll is predominantly clay (Lawver et al., 1991).
2.2.3. Phoenix–Antarctic system
Seaﬂoor spreading at a boundary between the Phoenix Plate
and oceanic parts of the West Antarctic Plate initiated at chron 27
(~61 Ma),when the Bellingshausen Plate ceasedmoving independently
of the West Antarctic Plate (Eagles et al., 2004a, 2004b; Stock and
Molnar, 1987; Wobbe et al., 2012). The parts of the Phoenix Plate that
subsequently formed at this boundary are sometimes referred to as
the Aluk or Drake plate. In a situation much like that in the northwest
Weddell Sea, the southeast edge of the Phoenix Plate was a trench
where it subducted beneath the East Antarctic Plate. With ongoing di-
vergence away from the West Antarctic Plate on its northwest ﬂank,
and only very slow movements between the East and West Antarctic
plates lasting until chron 8 (Cande et al., 2000) the Phoenix–Antarctic
Ridgemoved towards and into collisionwith the subduction zone, lead-
ing to their mutual demise. Spreadingwas at intermediate rates on long
ridge crest segments, and so left more easily interpretable magnetic
anomaly records of ridge-crest–trench collisions than in the Weddell
Sea (Larter and Barker, 1991). Collisions occurred progressively later to-
wards the northeast until, at 3.3 Ma, the northernmost three segments
of the ridge ceased operating before they could collide with the trench,
leaving a small remnant of the Phoenix Plate to be incorporated into the
Antarctic Plate. Eagles (2004) andEagles and Scott (in review)modelled
the relative motions of the Phoenix and Antarctic plates since chron 27
using the system's extantmagnetic isochrons and fracture zone orienta-
tions. The results show that the Phoenix Plate rotated about a point near
its southwestern corner, perhaps in response to a strong gradient in the
slab pull force set up by the variability in the mean age of the oceanic
lithosphere being subducted along the trench.
2.2.4. Bransﬁeld Strait
The only part of the subduction zone not to have deactivated along
the western margin of the Antarctic Peninsula by ridge-crest–trench
collision was at the South Shetland Trench, to the northwest of the
South Shetland Islands. This part persists as a physiographic trench
because it remains attached to a remnant slab of the Phoenix Plate
(Larter and Barker, 1991). A narrow active extensional basin exists be-
hind the trench in Bransﬁeld Strait. The basin's action is related to exten-
sional stress in the interior of the Antarctic Plate caused by continued
sinking of the remnant slab. Given the setting, extension can be expected
to have started upon failure of the Antarctic–Phoenix Ridge at ~3.3 Ma.
The lack of an oceanic ﬂoor to Bransﬁeld Strait shows that this extension
has been slight (Barker and Austin, 1998).
2.3. Plate kinematics within the Scotia Arc
Present-day platemotions (Fig. 1) in the Scotia Sea region have been
modelled using both seismic slip vector and GPS data. Used separately
or in combination, the two techniques agree on the presence of two
independently-moving plates inside the Scotia Arc, the larger Scotia
Plate in the west and, further east, the smaller Sandwich Plate, which
diverge from one another at the north-striking east Scotia ridge along
30°W (Forsyth, 1975; Pelayo and Wiens, 1989; Smalley et al., 2003,
2007; Thomas et al., 2003). Smalley et al. (2007) show that the use of
GPS data much reduces the uncertainties in solutions for the directions
and rates of motions between these plates and their larger neighbours
outside the Scotia Arc. These motions are distinct from those of the sur-
rounding South American and Antarctic plates owing to slow transform
motions on the North and South Scotia ridges, and subduction of South
American lithosphere beneath the Sandwich Plate. The surface expres-
sions of this subduction are the South Sandwich trench and islands.
The overall strike of the trench is north–south, but it curves strongly
westwards at its ends to meet the south and north Scotia ridges. The
North Scotia Ridge behaves as a tear fault at itsmeetingwith the trench.
It accommodates downward motion of subducting parts of the South
American Plate along its southern margin.
The present kinematics of the Scotia Plate may be an appropriate
analogy for the last 6 Myr, during which time its long boundaries on
the south and north Scotia ridges have been stable. The Sandwich
Plate however grew substantially during this time and its boundary at
the East Scotia Ridge lengthened southwards at 1 Ma (Bruguier and
Livermore, 2001). Given the possibility that these changes reﬂect or
brought about some change in the driving forces on the Sandwich
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Plate, it may be inappropriate to apply its present-day motion for times
much before 1 Ma.
For much earlier times, the growth of the Scotia Sea must be
reconstructed on the basis of isochrons interpreted from its magnetic
anomalies and structural trends, such as fracture zones preserved in the
seaﬂoor. In the west Scotia Sea, the data set of these features is well
enough distributed to support a full statistical reconstruction (Eagles
et al., 2005). Its neighbouring basins are all too small for such an approach
to be based on a data set of meaningful size and distribution. In these
instances, only qualitative statements about the uncertainty of rotation
parameters can bemade. These statements are nonetheless valuable, be-
cause they allow an assessment of likely relative errors in a model plate
circuit by virtue of the fact that any error in a set of rotation parameters,
when applied at a distance from the pole of rotation or through further
rotations, can propagate to larger errors in the positions of rotated
features. In the following, we describe the settings, ages, and databases
for reconstruction problems in the various basins of the Scotia Sea.
2.3.1. East Scotia Sea
The East Scotia Sea is the site of seaﬂoor generated by divergence of
the Sandwich and Scotia (and at earlier times Central Scotia) plates. The
Sandwich Plate is the arc plate to the present South Sandwich Trench, at
which South American lithosphere subducts beneath the Scotia Sea. At
its eastern edge, it bears the volcanic islands and seamounts of the
South Sandwich Arc. Radiometric dating of rocks from the islands
shows the present-day arc developed over the last 3 Myr (Baker,
1990). Further K–Ar dating on altered subduction-related rocks dredged
from a submarine scarp to the east of the islands suggests that volca-
nism may have been underway as long ago as 32 Ma (Barker, 1995).
To the west of the islands, the east Scotia ridge spreading centre
splits the ﬂoor of the East Scotia Sea. Its presence has been known
since the earliest geophysical studies of the region, which showed sym-
metrical magnetic anomalies arrayed each side of a seismically active
~2.5–3.5 km deep ridge (Barker, 1972). The ridge depth varies along
with evidence for geochemical variation along its length. This has been
interpreted in terms of variations in the ridge's melt supply, which
comes from differingmantle reservoirs that meet west of the subducted
slab of South American lithosphere (Fretzdorff et al., 2002; Nicholson
and Georgen, 2013). Livermore et al. (1997) present the ridge in detail,
showing it to exist as a number of short segments, labelled from north
to south E1–E9, betweenwhich there are short left- and right-lateral off-
sets. Prominent seaﬂoor troughs emanate from these offsets, but do not
fall along complementary small circle trends. The ridge crest offsets
were therefore not ﬁxed with respect to the Scotia and Sandwich plates
but will have migrated, most of them southwards, during the growth of
the East Scotia Sea (Bruguier and Livermore, 2001).
Identiﬁed magnetic isochrons on the ﬂanks of the East Scotia ridge
show that plate divergence there was accommodated by seaﬂoor
spreading since 17 Ma (chron 5C), and possibly a little earlier. Linear
magnetic anomalies are clearly interpretable on the Scotia Plate as iso-
chrons 5–5C, but can only be suggested from individual deep-water
proﬁles between and to the east of the South Sandwich islands and sea-
mounts (Barker, 1995; Schreider et al., 2011; Vanneste and Larter,
2002). Those authors suggest that the present arc is built on old back-
arc basin ﬂoor because it replaces an earlier arc and fore-arc that were
lost to subduction erosion, the process in subduction zones by which
material detaches from the overriding plate and is subsequently lost
into the mantle. The dredged and dated (~29–33 Ma; Barker, 1995)
scarp in the present-day forearc may be interpreted in terms of this
process continuing at present. Nerlich et al. (2013) published a set of
ﬁve ﬁnite rotations about a single pole to describe the opening of the
east Scotia Sea since 15 Ma, but do not detail their derivation.
2.3.2. West Scotia Sea
Thewest Scotia Sea is the site of seaﬂoor generated in the divergence
of two plates that are no longer independently active, but which make
up the present-day Scotia Plate. After Eagles et al. (2005), we refer to
these as the Magallanes and Central Scotia plates. The sea's western
margins are at the continental rise and shelf of Tierra del Fuego and fur-
ther north at the submarine Burdwood and Davis banks. Dredge sam-
ples, and internal basement reﬂectivity on seismic reﬂection proﬁles
indicate that the banks consist of continental crust with a signiﬁcant
post-middle Jurassic succession similar to that of Peninsula Hardy in
Tierra del Fuego (Bry et al., 2004; Macfadyen, 1933; Pandey et al.,
2010). Folding and reverse faulting reveal that the banks were thrust
northwards onto the Falkland Plateau in Cenozoic times and until re-
cently (Cunningham et al., 1998). The easternmargin of the west Scotia
Sea runs from Terror Rise, a 2.8-kmdeep bathymetric swell in the south,
to South Georgia and Shag Rocks Bank in the north. Seismic reﬂection
data crossing Terror Rise show a faulted basement surface, and an
absence of the numerous typical diffractions associated with basaltic
oceanic crust. It is interpreted as consisting of extended continental
crust (Eagles et al., 2006). South Georgia and Shag Rocks present
outcrops of unequivocally continental lithologies (Dalziel et al., 1975;
Storey et al., 1977; Tyrrell, 1945). Between Terror Rise and South
Georgia, magnetic reversal isochrons in deep water show that part of
the easternmargin of thewest Scotia Sea consists of oceanic lithosphere
of the central Scotia Sea (Eagles, 2010b; Hill and Barker, 1980).
The most prominent feature of the west Scotia Sea is the northeast-
trending extinct median valley known as the West Scotia Ridge. The
median valley consists of seven main segments, labelled W1–W7,
which are deﬁned by a number of long and short right-lateral fossil
transform offsets (Eagles et al., 2005). Many of the transforms created
fracture zone traces in the neighbouring seaﬂoor. Magnetic anomaly
proﬁles crossing the west Scotia Sea are conﬁdently interpretable to
show isochrons 8–3 (26–5.5 Ma) on both plates in the spreading corri-
dors created by the actions of segments W1–W5 (Barker and Burrell,
1977; Eagles et al., 2005; LaBrecque and Rabinowitz, 1977; Livermore
et al., 1994; Lodolo et al., 2006). These studies also make isolated
identiﬁcations of isochrons 9 and 10 on one ﬂank or the other over
deep water at the extremes of some of these corridors. Interpretations
of isochrons 11 and 12 have also been made from anomalies west of
Terror Rise, without conjugate identiﬁcations off Tierra del Fuego
(e.g. Schreider et al., 2012). These asymmetric identiﬁcations suggest
that systematic surveying to the west of Terror Rise and at the foot of
the eastern Fuegian shelf would likely reveal evidence for a complex
pattern of spreading prior to 26 Ma (Barker and Burrell, 1977). Further
northwards, the oldest paired isochrons become younger until 5C in
the corridor about W7. The West Scotia Ridge seems therefore to have
propagated northwards. All models of these magnetic anomalies show
that spreading started in the west Scotia Sea at intermediate rates
(~26 mm/yr half rate), which later dropped to slow (~12 mm/yr) at
around chron 5C.
Burrell (1983) and Eagles et al. (2005) modelled the plate rotations
that would have given rise to the observed distribution of magnetic
isochrons. Eagles et al. (2005) supplemented the constraints using the
shapes of fracture zones. Their results conﬁrm the deceleration of
spreading rates around chron 5C, by which the Magallanes and Central
Scotia plates started to diverge at rates very similar to the divergence of
the enclosing South American and Antarctic plates. They suggested that
this shows the Magallanes and Central Scotia plates moved very slowly
with respect to South America and Antarctica after 17 Ma, but that at
earlier times the Central Scotia Plate moved more rapidly eastwards
with respect to Antarctica as a consequence of trench migration at its
eastern margin. This is consistent with the observation that easterly
trench motion has been accommodated by back-arc spreading in the
east Scotia Sea since chron 5C (Barker, 1972; Vanneste and Larter,
2002).
2.3.3. Protector Basin
Protector Basin is the area of deep seaﬂoor that lies between Terror
Rise and Pirie Bank. Pirie Bank is a tectonically-stretchedmicrocontinent.
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Seismic reﬂection proﬁles show that its upper parts are textured by
numerous normal faults and dredging returned an assortment of rock
types and ages that is similar to that cropping out in Tierra del Fuego
(Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2006; Schenke and Udintsev, 2009; Udintsev
et al., 2012). The seismic data quality is insufﬁcient to permit an estimate
of tectonic extension factors for the bank.
Protector Basin hosts a modest fossil median valley, buried beneath
approximately 1 km of sediments (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2006).
Magnetic anomalies over the basin ﬂoor reveal a central normal-
polarity isochron centred on themedian valley, and two further narrow
normal-polarity isochrons separated from one another by awide region
of reversed polarity. The anomalies strike north and reveal that the
basin opened along an east–west azimuth. Hill and Barker (1980)
modelled the anomalies to interpret the isochrons as 5C to 5 (Miocene),
after noting that their reconstruction of the west Scotia Sea required
extra east–west extension to ﬁt their southern identiﬁcations of anom-
aly 8. Although this anomaly interpretation has since been reproduced
and used widely (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2006; Maldonado et al.,
2003; Vérard et al., 2012), it is neither a requirement of the short mag-
netic proﬁles nor of the better-constrained modern understanding of
anomaly 8's distribution in the west Scotia Sea. Eagles et al. (2006)
show that the isostatically-corrected basement depth suggests a basin
age near that of the Eocene–Oligocene boundary. They noted that the
basement reﬂector is rugged, suggesting slow spreading rates. With
this further constraint, only two parts of themagnetic reversal timescale
can reproduce the wide reverse-polarity isochron in the basin ﬂoor:
those for chrons 21–20, and those for chrons 13–11. Heat ﬂow calcula-
tions from sediment temperature gradients support the younger
of these two determinations, suggesting an age range of 28–25 Ma
(Barker et al., 2013).
2.3.4. Dove Basin
Dove Basin lies east of Pirie Bank, which it separates from another
bathymetric high with a broad central magnetic anomaly, Bruce
Bank. Like Pirie Bank and Terror Rise, Bruce Bank is likely to be a
tectonically-extended microcontinent. Rocks of continental lithologies
have been dredged from the bank (Udintsev et al., 2012). Seismic reﬂec-
tion data (Hernández-Molina et al., 2007) reveal a diffraction-poor
basement surface that is cut by normal faults, but do not permit estima-
tion of crustal stretching factors. Palynological analysis of a piston core
sample shows that the bank subsided from depths of b1000 m since
Paleogene times (Mao and Mohr, 1995).
An elongate north-northeast-striking seamount occupies the central
segment of Dove Basin's axis. The seamount is associated with a strong
reverse-polarity magnetic anomaly that differs from the normal-polarity
anomalies elsewhere on the axis (Eagles et al., 2006). For this reason, it is
suggested that the seamount post-dates seaﬂoor spreading in the basin
and represents evacuation of magma from the post-spreading mantle,
as at the extinct Phoenix–Antarctic Ridge (Haase et al., 2011). Away
from the seamount, the regularly-spaced magnetic anomalies of Dove
Basin show a sequence of four polarity reversals that can be modelled
to represent isochrons in multiple parts of the magnetic reversal time-
scale. Their strike suggests the basin opened along a west-northwest
azimuth. The seaﬂoor in the basin is among the deepest in the Scotia
Sea, exceeding 4 km in places. Based on this depth, after isostatic adjust-
ment for around 1 km of sediment ﬁll, and assuming that seaﬂoor
spreading therewould not have occurred simultaneouslywith spreading
elsewhere in the Scotia Sea, Eagles et al. (2006) presented a model of
magnetic anomaly isochrons 18–15 (41–35 Ma) for the basin. Consistent
with this, Barker et al. (2013) modelled heat ﬂow values near the basin
margins to suggest basement ages in the range 43–42 Ma.
2.3.5. Scan Basin
Scan Basin (also referred to as Discovery or Bruce–Discovery basin)
lies between Bruce Bank and Discovery Bank. To the north, it borders
the older (17–10 Ma) parts of the East Scotia Sea. The transition
between the two basins appears smooth in gravity, bathymetry and
seismic data (Maldonado et al., 2003). Dredges on Discovery Bank
returned arc-tholeiites with South Sandwich afﬁnities, and K–Ar ages
of 20–12 Ma, suggesting it may be part of the ancestral island arc to
the South Sandwich islands (Barker et al., 1982). On the other hand,
the southern part of the bank at least may consist partially of older
continental crust because it is the site of a magnetic anomaly similar
to that on the Fuegian shelf (Eagles et al., 2006).
The sediment ﬁll of Scan Basin is of variable thickness (1–2 s TWT),
thickening towards the south and east (Hernández-Molina et al., 2007).
The basin ﬂoor is relatively smooth. There is little sign of an extinctmid-
ocean ridge axis in either the bathymetry or gravity data from the basin.
Magnetic anomalies over the basin are subdued and form no obvious
lineations. Even after isostatic adjustment for its sediment ﬁll, the
basin is considerably shallower, and so may be younger, than both
Protector and Dove basins. This would be consistent with a back-arc in-
terpretation of Scan Basin that sees it opening alongside arc volcanism
at Discovery Bank. Heat ﬂow calculated from sediment temperature
gradients in the basin's northwest corner suggests however that it
may date from 30.2 Ma (Barker et al., 2013).
2.3.6. Powell Basin
Powell Basin lies within the South Scotia Ridge, separating continen-
tal crust of the Antarctic Peninsula on its western side from the South
Orkney Microcontinent. This location makes the basin important for
regional reconstructions because of its potential to link plate tectonics
in the interior of the Scotia Sea with the surrounding plate circuit.
Powell Basin's northern margin is a neck in the South Scotia Ridge,
which is dissected by a deep narrow seismically-active trough
(Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1996). To the south, the basin is open to the
Weddell Sea. Seismic data over the basin margins reveal clear signs of
continental extension, with normal faults and rotated fault blocks, and
possible seaward dipping reﬂector sequences hinting at accompanying
volcanism (King and Barker, 1988). Dredge samples from the margin
of the South Orkney Microcontinent include alkali basalts with a wide
spread of K–Ar ages (Barber et al., 1991). The oldest, at 49–48 Ma, sug-
gests that the basin may have started to open by continental extension
in Eocene times. The youngest have been interpreted in terms of a
slab window opening beneath the basin following ridge-crest–trench
collisions in the northwest Weddell Sea (Eagles et al., 2009a). Promi-
nent high-amplitude normal-polarity magnetic anomalies traverse the
South Orkney Microcontinent and opposing Antarctic Peninsula from
east to west. On the peninsula side this feature is known as the Paciﬁc
Margin Anomaly, and is thought to betray the presence of a Cretaceous
subduction-related batholith (Ferraccioli et al., 2006; Garrett, 1990).
Powell Basin is characterised by a relatively smooth bathymetry,
which after correction for sediment thickness of 2–3 s TWT suggests
an oceanic basement with ages in the range 29–23 Ma (King and
Barker, 1988). The buried median valley of an extinct spreading centre
is evident in seismic reﬂection data and a modest gravity low (Coren
et al., 1997; King et al., 1997). Magnetic anomalies over the basin are
of low amplitude, despite which an overall pattern of northwest-
striking lineations is discernible. This magnetic character has been
attributed to thick sediment cover on a northwest-striking mid-ocean
ridge during the spreading phase, such that the upper oceanic crust
cooled slowly and underwent heavy hydrothermal alteration, reducing
its effectiveness as amagnetic carrier (Eagles and Livermore, 2002). The
anomalies show no distinctive coherent phase characteristics, such that
differing sets of isochrons have been interpreted in them (Coren et al.,
1997; Eagles and Livermore, 2002). Both studies nonetheless suggest
that a main phase of spreading coincided with the basement depth-
derived age. The azimuth of seaﬂoor spreading in the basin is not well
constrained except by reference to its east-northeast trending northern
margin, whose steepness suggests that it acted as a sheared margin to
the developing basin ﬂoor. Euler rotations to describe the opening of
the basin were published by Garrett et al. (1986), to unite themagnetic
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anomaly on the South Orkney Microcontinent with the Paciﬁc Margin
Anomaly, and Eagles and Livermore (2002) to align the conjugate
magnetic isochrons of the basin ﬂoor.
2.3.7. Central Scotia Sea
The central Scotia Sea is the deep-water area between the west and
east Scotia Sea basins. Pirie and Bruce banks and the intervening Dove
Basin lie at its southern edge. To the north, it borders the North Scotia
Ridge at Shag Rocks and the South Georgia microcontinent. The central
Scotia Sea is deﬁned further by the presence of prominent east-striking
magnetic anomalies, which have been interpreted as isochrons since
their ﬁrst recording (Barker, 1970, 1972). The unusual north-directed
plate divergence the isochrons imply was suggested to have occurred
in a Cretaceous, or Oligocene–Miocene, or Miocene back-arc basin
(DeWit, 1977; Hill and Barker, 1980). The younger ages are supported
by models of the magnetic anomalies as isochrons from those periods,
and by the shallow (2.6–3.5 km) seaﬂoor. The model represents part
of a pathway for South Georgia to have departed an early position
close to Tierra del Fuego (Barker et al., 1991). For these reasons, the
idea of Miocene seaﬂoor in the central Scotia Sea remains a widely-
depicted one (e.g. Brown et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2008). Lawver et al.
(1992), Vérard et al. (2012) and Nerlich et al. (2013) place the opening
of aMiocene central Scotia Sea in plate kinematic context, although only
Nerlich et al. (2013) report their rotations.
Livermore et al. (1994), Eagles et al. (2005, 2006) and Eagles
(2010b) highlight a number of contradictory observations to this
scenario. The basin ﬂoor lacks the fossil mid-ocean ridge that its slow
spreading rate ought to have given rise to. Although shallow, the
seaﬂoor actually deepens towards the basin's median line. There is
no evidence for the mature subduction zone in the Falkland Trough
that would be required to provide the driving mechanism for north-
directed plate divergence. There is no evidence for the Miocene arc
volcanism on South Georgia that must have accompanied this subduc-
tion. Sediment temperature gradients, measured at multiple widely-
separated sites overmulti-year timescales, are consistently far shallower
than should exist in equilibriumwithMiocene oceanic basement (Barker
and Lawver, 2000; Zlotnicki et al., 1980).
New modelling of the sediment temperature gradient and of
isochrons in the magnetic anomalies leads to the conclusion that the
central Scotia basement is instead of Mesozoic age (Eagles, 2010b).
Possible explanations for the basin's shallow seaﬂoor, if it is so old,
have yet to be studied but are suggested to be related to subduction
beneath it. Eagles (2010a,b) interprets the magnetic reversal isochrons
in the central Scotia Sea as conjugates to the sequence in the Weddell
Sea, and South Georgia, Tierra del Fuego, and the intervening North
Scotia Ridge as the antecedent extended continental margin. In this
view, South Georgia's geological similarities with Tierra del Fuego
reﬂect their shared experience of continental extension that led to
Gondwana breakup. In contrast, Lawver et al. (2011) and Dalziel et al.
(2013a) depict Cretaceous seaﬂoor, and combine it with suggestions
of ~500–600 km of Eocene–Oligocene or mid-Cretaceous subduction
beneath South Georgia in order to remove the island from a
tectonostratigraphically-advocated position close to Tierra del Fuego.
Neither of these studies lists its rotations.
3. Margins of the Central Scotia Sea
A Cretaceous central Scotia Sea would be older than all of its present-
day boundaries except that with South Georgia. Data from Polarstern
cruise ANTXXII/4 in 2005 allow us to focus on its western boundary, to
which thewest Scotia Sea would have accreted during plate divergence.
A combination of swath bathymetry and shipboard three-component
and helicopter-towed magnetic data were collected systematically in
2005 (Fig. 3). In the bathymetric data set, smooth deep (3.5–4.6 km)
ocean ﬂoor of the central Scotia Sea continues as far west as 44°W,
56.3°S, in an area named Polarstern Basin. To the west of this basin,
north-northeast-trending abyssal hill fabric characterises the shallower
ﬂoor of the west Scotia Sea. This border between the two trends south-
east overall, following three south-striking and two east-striking seg-
ments. The south-striking segments coincide with identiﬁcations of
magnetic isochrons 6C, 6B and 6A (Eagles et al., 2005). Further north,
the boundary between the west and central Scotia seas is characterised
by the Pirie Province, a 100 × 130 km wide egg-shaped area of raised
(1.9–3.6 km deep) seaﬂoor. The province's northwest-facing edge is a
smooth sediment-draped slope at whose foot magnetic isochron 6 in
the west Scotia Sea is identiﬁed (Eagles et al., 2005). The province's
southern and eastern edges are scarps facing the Polarstern Basin and
central Scotia Sea. East-striking magnetic anomalies of the central Scotia
Sea continue up to the scarps.
The seaﬂoor over the Pirie Province itself is rugged, characterised
by a pattern of isolated circular seamounts with strong normal and
reverse-polarity magnetic anomalies, and north-northeast- and east-
striking abyssal hills that magnetic anomalies do not always strongly
align with. The new bathymetric and magnetic anomaly data, together
with those of Dalziel et al. (2013b; suppl. material) show the un-
conjugated crossings of ‘west Scotia’ magnetic isochrons 8 and 6B by
Eagles et al. (2005) over and to the northeast of the province to have
been interpreted in error. Consistent with the lack of conjugate identiﬁ-
cations off Davis Bank, the crossings are instead of uncorrelated point
anomalies and the signals of volcanic ridges and scarps, and so do not
constrain the age of the Pirie Province. Instead, recent dredging of the
province's southern scarp and a ridge south of it in the ﬂoor of the
Polarstern Basin returned a great quantity of volcaniclastic material,
which yielded Ar–Ar ages of 11 Ma and 28.5 Ma (Dalziel et al., 2013b;
Pearce et al., submitted for publication). The 28.5 Ma date suggests
that at least some of the Pirie Province's basement was already in exis-
tence at the onset of seaﬂoor spreading in thewest Scotia Sea. Similarly,
the progression of oldest magnetic reversal isochrons from 6C south of
the Pirie Province to 6 on its northwest edge can be interpreted to
portray northwards propagation of the West Scotia Ridge around the
edge of a pre-existing feature at 23.5–19.5 Ma. Hints of easterly trends
in the longer-wavelength magnetic anomalies over the province sug-
gest that it may even be built on basement of the central Scotia Sea.
In the absence of comparable data, the southern and easternmargins
of the central Scotia Sea remain less well understood. A Cretaceous
central Scotia Sea would have experienced transform motions along
its southern margin during the opening of Dove and Protector basins
at ~41–30 Ma. There are no strong indications of the precise location
or nature of such a transform zone to the south of the east-strikingmag-
netic lineations. Seismic reﬂection data crossing the area north of Pirie
Bank reveal a moderately deep (5 s TWT) basement covered by a
thick (N1 s TWT) sedimentary cover, within which the temperature
gradient implies a basement age of 35–34 Ma (Barker et al., 2013).
Gravity data hint at west-northwest- and east-northeast-trending
structures in the basement. Further north, in the swath bathymetry
data of Fig. 3, a rugged sigmoidal high on one of the stepped parts of
the boundary with the west Scotia Sea might be interpreted in terms
of transpressional uplift at a restraining bend or step on this southern
boundary.
4. New Euler rotations for basin reconstructions
4.1. East Scotia Sea
The present-day relativemotion of the Sandwich and Scotia plates is
not a good guide to their relative motion in the geological past. Smalley
et al.'s (2007) and Thomas et al.'s (2003) rotations for present motions
of this plate pair are similar to each other, but an extrapolation of either
for a period of 6 Myr fails to reconstruct the conjugate pair of magnetic
isochrons 3A on those plates. The inapplicability of the present-day pole
to this task is consistent with evidence for post-3A changes in the East
Scotia Sea, for example the southward propagation of the East Scotia
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Ridge in the last million years (Bruguier and Livermore, 2001), which
hint at changes in the balance of driving forces.
Fig. 4 presents the results of visual-ﬁt modelling for Euler rotations
to reconstruct the east Scotia Sea at chrons 3A and 5, and at times
prior to the onset of back-arc extension. Magnetic isochrons were
digitised from the map presented by Vanneste and Larter (2002). The
Sandwich Plate isochronswere rotated towards their Scotia Plate conju-
gates with the aim of aligning their strikes and the locations of
pseudofaults that interrupt them. We improved the rotations by trial
and error. The latitudes of the rotation poles should be viewed as
poorly-estimated in view of the nearly north-south strike of the
isochrons and relatively short (300 km) boundary length. For a full
pre-divergence reconstruction of the East Scotia Sea, the stage rotation
for the period 3A–5 is extrapolated backwards so that the edge of
the fore-arc high on the Sandwich Plate, which may date back to
33–29 Ma (Barker, 1995; Livermore et al., 1994), coincides with the
5C isochron on the Scotia Plate.
4.2. The earliest west Scotia Sea and the Scan, Dove and Protector Basins
Distinctive 100-km wide normal-polarity magnetic anomalies cross
Tierra del Fuego, Terror Rise, Pirie, Bruce andDiscovery banks fromwest
to east. The anomaly in Tierra del Fuego coincides with outcrops of a
Cretaceous-aged granitic batholith. Closure of the west Scotia Sea,
Protector, Dove and Scan basins would juxtapose all of these anomalies
to form a continuous belt, perhaps representing a continuous batholith
(Eagles et al., 2006). Consistent with the idea of geological continuity
across the closed basins, the dredged assortments of rocks on
Pirie and Bruce banks resemble those cropping out in Tierra del Fuego
(Schenke and Udintsev, 2009; Udintsev et al., 2012). Nerlich et al.
(2013) presented rotations for alignment of the bathymetric outlines
of Bruce, Discovery and Pirie banks, Terror Rise, and southeastern Tierra
del Fuego. The rotations were not designed to reconstruct the magnetic
anomalies.
The various banks and rises are reconstructed in two ways in Fig. 5
using the complementary constraints that, prior to their separation,
their opposing margins should have been united and that they should
have hosted a wide through-going magnetic anomaly. The margins of
the banks are interpreted from the satellite gravity anomalies of
Sandwell and Smith (2009), and the magnetic anomaly data are from
the reduced to the pole grid of Eagles et al. (2005). The reconstructions
are intended to convey the effects of uncertainty in the positions of the
Euler rotation poles, which are very large owing to the short lengths of
the margins and narrow (100 km) widths of the magnetic anomalies
being reconstructed. One reconstruction uses a set of rotations about
nearby poles, the other uses rotations about more distant poles. Whilst
Fig. 3. The boundary between the central and west Scotia Sea basins as seen in swath bathymetry (left and right) and combined helicopter- and ship-derived magnetic total ﬁeld data
(centre). Right-hand panel, interpretation shows selected contours of the magnetic data set overlying the swath bathymetry data. PB: Polarstern Basin, PP: Pirie Province, 6, 6A, 6B and
6C: Identiﬁed magnetic isochrons of the West Scotia Sea, CSS: east-striking magnetic isochrons of the central Scotia Sea. Blue discs: erroneous ‘west Scotia’ isochron picks of Eagles
et al. (2005). Green star: approximate location of dredged 28.5 Ma volcanic rocks (Dalziel et al., 2013b).
Fig. 4.Visual ﬁts modelling for rotations to reconstruct the east Scotia Sea. ESR: East Scotia
Ridge (highlighted by selected gravity contours), FA: Fore-arc high. Numbers: reversal
isochron numbers. Features rotated from the Sandwich plate are shown in colour after
rotations.
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the alignment of the anomalies across the basins is similar in each case,
the curvature of the reconstructed anomaly belt is stronger when dis-
tant rotation poles are used. The reconstructions thus imply quite differ-
ent locations for the extremes of the belt, which will have different
implications for their application in regional tectonic reconstructions.
At this stage, there is no reason to expect any particular curvature for
the magnetic anomaly's reconstructed source body, and therefore no
reason to prefer one set of rotation parameters over the others.
5. Fitting the Scotia Sea into the regional plate circuit
As outlined above, our approach requires the reconstructed Scotia
Sea ﬂoor to ﬁt inside the encircling major plate reconstruction without
violating any plate kinematic constraints known from the regional geo-
logical history. In producing and assessing the ﬁt, we leave the major
plate reconstruction ﬁxed because it is based on longer paleo-plate
boundaries than are preserved within the Scotia Sea and therefore
has smaller uncertainties. Using a similar approach, Eagles et al.
(2005) investigated how opening of the west Scotia Sea might have
been accommodated between the enclosing South American and
Antarctic plates. They noted that ﬁxing the Central Scotia Plate to the
Antarctic Plate after the opening of Powell Basin could reproduce
well-known convergence on the North Scotia Ridge and in Tierra del
Fuego (Bry et al., 2004; Cunningham et al., 1998; Kraemer, 2003), but
because this convergence is not well dated or quantiﬁed they could
not fully rule out the possibility of accompanying convergent motion
on the South Scotia Ridge, for which interpretation there are hints in
seismic proﬁles (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1996). At earlier times, they
showed that Powell Basin could have opened between the central Scotia
and Antarctic plates if the Magallanes and South American plates were
ﬁxed or moving slowly with respect to each other at the same time.
To undertake a similar analysis for the ﬂoor of the entire Scotia
Sea and its surrounding plates, here we make use of the following
assumptions from consideration of the geometries of plates and plate
boundaries:
(i) that at any time, the ﬂoor of the Scotia Sea immediately behind
the South Sandwich Trench was occupied by a single arc plate
that did not undergo signiﬁcant internal deformation, and
(ii) that the reconstructed Scotia Sea ﬂoor should not overlap or
underlap with any of the major plates surrounding it except
where there is independent evidence for extension or conver-
gence between them in the region of overlap or underlap.
To apply the ﬁrst of these assumptions, we adopt the interpretations
of (i) a Cretaceous central Scotia Sea, of (ii) the Jane and Scan basins
being contiguous and contemporary with the oldest parts of the east
Scotia Sea, and of (iii) no plate motion on the South Scotia Ridge prior
to or during the opening of Powell Basin. The requirements of the
second assumption are met by adjusting the shape and position of the
reconstructed Scotia Sea within the surrounding major plate recon-
struction. The adjustments are applied using three separate classes of
rotations, details of whose derivations we describe in the next section.
The ﬁrst class describes relative motion of the Scotia and Antarctic
plates along the South Scotia Ridge at times after Powell Basin opened.
The second class describes their relative motion by opening of Powell
Basin. The ﬁnal class of rotations describes possible shapes and attitudes
for the arc plate brought about by the various rotations for opening of
Dove and Protector basins (Fig. 5).
The relative and combined uncertainties of the rotations in any
regional model of the Scotia Sea will mostly be large, unavoidably
owing to the often-small magnitudes of movements they are designed
to depict or to the small data sets they are built from (Table 1). Unlike
other models of the region, however, ours is built with a strict adher-
ence to geometric constraints concerning the tectonics of plates and
their boundaries, as made explicit by its depiction with gridded data,
so that we can be conﬁdent its uncertainties are dominated by the
uncertainties in its constituent rotations. Because of our plate circuit's
construction, the sum of its reconstruction uncertainties tends to in-
crease with age, and towards the plate boundary in Tierra del Fuego.
This boundary shows a history of convergent and divergent plate
motions as a consequence of the addition of rotations in our chosen
parameter set. Past motions at this continental plate boundary zone
cannot be quantiﬁed in the same way as for the complex of basins in
the Scotia Sea, so that their uncertainties are likely to be of a similar
magnitude to those arising from error propagation. Despite this, we
can be reasonably conﬁdent of the history of the sense of plate motion
from the outcrop geology, and this can be shown to have had both con-
vergent and divergent phases at similar times to those produced in our
model (Barbeau et al., 2009; Ghiglione et al., 2008; Gombosi et al., 2009;
Klepeis and Austin, 1997; Klepeis et al., 2010; Kraemer, 2003). As such,
in spite of its large uncertainties, themodel approaches a self-consistent
depiction of the tectonic history of the Scotia Sea.
Beyond this, our model like any other is subject to caveats related to
the variety of age interpretations for the basins of the Scotia Sea, and to
incomplete knowledge of the timing and nature of movements on its
margins with the surrounding South American and Antarctic plates.
Within these less easily quantiﬁable parameters it may be possible to
meet the constraints of a single rigid arc plate and explicable overlaps
and underlaps in ways other than we show. The model we present
must therefore be viewed as plausible because of its self-consistency,
but not deﬁnitive.
6. Tectonic reconstructions of the Scotia Sea
This section presents the tectonic development of the Scotia Sea re-
gion according to ourmodel as a set of reconstructions in forward order,
starting at 50 Ma and ﬁnishing at 6 Ma, via seven intermediate steps at
Fig. 5. Reconstructions of small basins from visual ﬁts of magnetic anomalies of Tierra del
Fuego (TdF), Terror Rise (TR), Pirie Bank (PB), Bruce Bank (BB) and Discovery Bank (DB).
Top: a reconstruction using rotations about distant Euler poles for Dove and Protector
basins. Bottom: a reconstruction using poles much closer to the basins. Inset: reconstruc-
tion comparison with the gravity-deﬁned outlines of the banks and rises used. Pink: dis-
tant poles, grey: close poles.
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41 Ma, 33 Ma, 30 Ma, 26 Ma, 20 Ma, 17 Ma, and 10 Ma. The time slices
are chosen to represent a mixture of some of the better-constrained
basin models, and the times of signiﬁcant tectonic and paleoclimatic
epochs in the region. We make no attempt to undo the effects of conti-
nental stretching on microcontinent shapes. The reconstructions are
illustrated using present-day bathymetry, topography and sub-ice to-
pography. North of 60°S, we used the ETOPO1 global topography data
set (Amante and Eakins, 2009). South of 60°S we use the IBCSO and
BEDMAP2 data sets (Arndt et al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013). The
ETOPO1 data set is smoothly blended with its southern neighbours in
the region 60–61°S.
6.1. Before the Scotia Sea: 50 Ma
Fig. 6 shows the region at a time before small plates had started
moving independentlywithin the Scotia Sea. All of the knowndivergent
basins of the Scotia Sea were yet to open, leaving the continental blocks
of the southern Scotia Sea and South Scotia Ridge clustered against the
northern edge of the South Orkney Microcontinent. We name this
region Omond Land, after the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition's
Omond House in the South Orkney Islands. Pirie and Bruce banks and
Terror Rise occupy the space often taken by South Georgia in recon-
structions steered by outcrop tectonostratigraphy. Judged by similar
criteria, this placement is not unreasonable because of the similarities
between the assemblage of rocks dredged from the banks and the out-
crop geology of Tierra del Fuego (Schenke and Udintsev, 2009;
Udintsev et al., 2012). The reconstruction uses a distant rotation pole
for the opening of Protector Basin, and a mid-distance one for Dove
Basin. We rejected a reconstruction using close poles for both basins
because it results in a very large overlap between Tierra del Fuego and
Patagonia. Conversely, reconstruction with two distant poles results in
a large overlap between the Tierra del Fuego shelf and South Scotia
Ridge and South Orkney Microcontinent.
From this starting conﬁguration, it is possible to interpret the devel-
opment of the Scotia Sea as the result of west-northwest-directed ex-
tension of a Jurassic–Cretaceous sheared margin that initially formed
Table 1
Finite rotations used for the reconstructions for Figs. 6–15. All rotations are right-handed.
# Period, Maa Moving Fixed Latitude Longitude Angle Source Note Relative certainty
1 6–0 NAZ ANT −49.84 80.36 3.62 Tebbens and Cande (1997) Interpolated for 6 Ma Medium
2 6–0 PHO ANT −69.16 −92.32 3.01 Eagles and Scott (in review) Chron 3 High
3 6–0 SCO ANT −85.57 273.23 −0.84 Smalley et al. (2007) South Scotia Ridge. extrapolated to 6 Myr Medium
4 6–0 ELE ANT −85.57 273.23 0.42 Smalley et al. (2007) Half angle of #3. Low
5 6–0 SAM ANT 81.63 −17.17 1.58 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 3A High
6 6–0 AFR SAM 5.47 −37.98 1.53 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Interpolated for 6 Ma Medium
7 6–0 SAN SCO −83.69 −26.55 6.33 Fig. 3 Low
8 6–0 SSH ANT 61.51 46.60 0.80 This paper Visual ﬁt of shelves Low
9 10–0 NAZ ANT −52.40 80.56 6.63 Tebbens and Cande (1997) Interpolated for 10 Ma Low
10 10–0 PHO ANT −69.44 −89.76 10.47 Eagles and Scott (in review) Chron 5 High
11 10–0 MAG CSS 6.21 −27.89 0.97 Eagles et al. (2005) Chron 5 Medium
12 10–0 SAN CSS −80.78 −29.79 10.04 Fig. 3 Low
13 10–0 SAM AFR 54.86 −38.35 2.82 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Chron 5 High
14 10–0 CSS ANT 70.56 140.42 2.08 Fig. 7 Interpolated between #3 and #21 Low
15 10–0 SAM ANT −77.92 156.03 −2.79 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 5 High
16 17–0 SAN CSS −83.69 −26.57 12.50 Fig. 3 Low
17 17–0 SAM AFR 54.39 −35.46 5.80 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Chron 5C High
18 17–0 SAM ANT −78.57 158.35 −5.28 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 5C High
19 17–0 PHO ANT −68.63 −89.43 26.57 Eagles and Scott (in review) Interpolated for 17 Ma Medium
20 17–0 MAG CSS 31.71 −23.37 2.16 Eagles et al. (2005) Chron 5C Medium
21 17–0 CSS ANT 69.64 140.95 2.28 Fig. 8 Avoid MAGPHO overlap Low
22 18.5–0 MAG CSS 35.57 −23.53 2.88 Eagles et al. (2005) Interpolated to ﬁt Shag Rocks–South Georgia Low
23 20–0 SAM AFR 54.29 −34.79 7.15 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Chron 6 High
24 20–0 MAG CSS 37.89 −23.64 3.60 Eagles et al. (2005) Chron 6 Medium
25 20–0 PHO ANT −68.50 −89.86 32.65 Eagles and Scott (in review) Chron 6 High
26 20–0 SAM ANT −78.54 161.26 −5.78 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 6 High
27 20–0 CSS ANT 68.52 141.53 2.57 Fig. 9 Avoid MAGPHO overlap Low
28 21.5–0 MAG CSS 34.34 −25.95 4.29 Eagles et al. (2005) Interpolated for Davis Bank–Pirie Complex ﬁt Low
29 26–0 MAG CSS 17.21 −32.12 6.64 Eagles et al. (2005) Chron 8 Medium
30 26–0 SAM ANT −71.51 167.44 −7.03 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 8 High
31 26–0 SAM AFR 54.42 −33.51 10.43 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Chron 8 High
32 26–0 CSS ANT 52.92 122.35 3.0 Fig. 10 Powell Basin Low
33 30–0 SAM AFR 55.09 −33.20 11.75 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Interpolated for 30 Ma Medium
34 30–0 SAM ANT −72.15 172.69 −8.63 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Interpolated for 30 Ma Medium
35 30–0 MAG CSS 5.18 −38.18 9.1 Fig. 5 Tierra del Fuego to Terror Rise Medium
36 30–0 WAN ANT −18.15 −17.85 0.35 Cande et al. (2000) Interpolated for 30 Ma Low
37 30–0 CSS ANT 49.50 124.60 7.93 Fig. 11 Powell Basin Low
38 33–0 SAM AFR 55.62 −32.94 13.07 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Chron 13 High
39 33–0 SAM ANT −72.46 176.00 −9.99 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Chron 13 High
40 33–0 WAN ANT −18.15 −17.85 0.70 Cande et al. (2000) Chron 13 Low
41 33–30 MAG CSS 71.21 133.42 8.31 Fig. 5 Protector Basin Low
42 33–0 CSS ANT −3.38 115.25 2.60 Fig. 12 Powell Basin Low
43 41–0 SAM AFR 57.14 −32.10 16.56 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Interpolated for 41 Ma Low
44 41–0 SAM ANT −74.92 −170.11 −14.83 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Interpolated for 41 Ma Low
45 41–0 WAN ANT −18.15 −17.85 1.50 Cande and Stock (2004) Low
46 41–35 MAG CSS 67.35 132.54 11.82 Fig. 5 Dove Basin Low
47 41–0 CSS ANT −82.09 52.90 5.00 Fig. 5 Powell Basin Low
48 50–0 SAM AFR 60.27 −32.12 20.05 Pérez-Díaz and Eagles (submitted for publication) Interpolated for 50 Ma Low
49 50–0 SAM ANT −76.50 −159.89 −17.30 Eagles et al. (in preparation) Interpolated for 50 Ma Low
50 50–0 CSS ANT −82.09 52.90 5.38 Fig. 12 Powell Basin Low
a Rotations are generally calculated for given magnetic isochron dates, which vary between published timescales. In the assignment of dates and interpolated ages here we follow the
magnetic reversal timescale of Gradstein et al. (2004).
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during the early divergence of west and east Gondwana. The sheared
margin consists of the eastern edges of Bruce, Discovery, Burdwood
and Davis banks. Its neighbouring Mesozoic seaﬂoor is preserved in
the central Scotia Sea, but the two are now separated by the younger
west Scotia Sea. An extended margin segment that neighboured the
sheared segment is preserved on South Georgia. East of South Georgia,
a further sheared segment is to be found at the southeast-facing edge
of Maurice Ewing Bank (Livermore and Hunter, 1996). The conjugates
to these features are to be found along the southern and eastern edges
of the Weddell Sea (Eagles, 2010a; Eagles and Vaughan, 2009; König
and Jokat, 2006).
The continental crust of Omond Land can be thought of as part of the
interior of the East Antarctic Plate, in view of the evidence for South
American–Antarctic plate divergence in Tierra del Fuego further north,
that came to an end shortly after 50 Ma (Ghiglione et al., 2008). An
alternative view would see Omond Land at this time as the site of a
broader plate boundary deformation zone in which the inverted exten-
sional basins of Tierra del Fuego were just parts of a northerly branch.
The eastern margin of Omond Land was a continent–ocean collision
zone, which initiated following a change in South American–Antarctic
plate motion from north- to northwest-directed in Maastrichtian
to Paleogene times (Barker et al., 1991; Eagles, 2010b). Following
Ghidella et al. (2002), we refer to this as the Endurance collision zone.
By 50 Ma, the collision is likely to have been in progress for long enough
(N10 Myr) and to have involved enough shortening (N100 km) to
force subduction of the oceanic lithosphere of the northwest Weddell
Sea beneath the South Orkney Microcontinent and Discovery Bank
(Leng and Gurnis, 2011). The South American–Antarctic plate boundary
reassumes a west-northwest orientation at the northern end of the col-
lision zone, wherewe invoke a tear fault that continueswest-northwest
as a transform plate boundary near the northern edges of the restored
Bruce and Pirie banks and Terror Rise, and then through northern Tierra
del Fuego. The setting and action of this boundary are closely analogous
to those of the present-day Scotia–South America plate boundary along
the North Scotia Ridge. We refer to it as the Burdwood transform fault
where it passes through the embryonic Scotia Sea.
6.2. Earliest seaﬂoor spreading: 41 Ma
Fig. 7 depicts the Drake Passage region at 41 Ma. At this time the
central Scotia Sea and South Georgia were still embedded in the South
American Plate. The mid-ocean ridge in the northern Weddell Sea had
moved about 60 km further northwest, owing to the slow rate of
South American–Antarctic plate divergence that it accommodated. Sub-
duction of South American lithosphere continued beneath the South
Orkney Microcontinent at the Endurance collision zone. The Burdwood
transform fault connected the collision zone to thewider plate circuit as
at 50 Ma. The reconstruction features 70 km of overlap between the
northwest corner of the South Orkney Microcontinent and the western
end of the South Scotia Ridge. This overlap may be a consequence of
deformation of these parts of the ridge as part of the present Scotia–
Antarctic plate boundary (Smalley et al., 2007) or by extension during
the opening of Powell Basin (Eagles and Livermore, 2002).
The main difference between the situations at 50 Ma and 41 Ma is
that plate divergence processes had started to dissect Omond Land.
Alkali basalts dredged from Powell Basin suggest thinning of the
lithosphere between the South Orkney Microcontinent and Antarctic
Peninsula (Barber et al., 1991). Crustal extension is also expressed in a
set of grabens crossing the shelf south of the microcontinent (King
and Barker, 1988). Palynological analysis of core samples indicates
rapid subsidence of Bruce Bank in the run-up to this time (Mao and
Mohr, 1995), which can be related to continental extension between it
and Pirie Bank. By 41 Ma, this extension had likely givenway to spread-
ing in an oceanized Dove Basin (Barker et al., 2013; Eagles et al., 2006).
Thesemotions, decoupled from the interior of the South American Plate
by motion on the Burdwood transform fault, deﬁne an independently-
moving plate whose southeastern edge is likely to have been occupied
by a volcanic arc ancestral to Discovery and Jane banks. The younger re-
constructions show that this plate's boundaries evolve in such a way
that it grows to incorporate the central Scotia Sea, so that it is appropri-
ate to name it the Central Scotia Plate here. Extension in Powell and
Dove basins may have started as a response to southeast-directed
trench motion at this plate's southeastern edge, and/or to changes in
Fig. 6. 50 Ma (chron 22) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. All motionswith respect to present day East Antarctica. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruc-
tion. Double lines: mid-ocean ridges (dashed where inferred after Eagles and Scott, in review). Barbed lines: subduction (black barbs). ANP: Antarctic Peninsula, B: Bruce Bank,
BTF: Burdwood Transform Fault, Bu: Burdwood Bank, CS: central Scotia Sea, D: Discovery Bank, Da: Davis Bank, ECZ: Endurance Collision Zone, MEB: Maurice Ewing Bank, SG: South
Georgia, SO: South Orkney Microcontinent, TF: Tierra del Fuego.
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the shear stress state along the Burdwood transform fault as the azi-
muth of South American–Antarctic plate motion rotated at 50–41 Ma
(Eagles et al., in preparation; Livermore et al., 2005).
The shape of the narrow gap between Tierra del Fuego and South
America changes only slightly between the 50 Ma and 41 Ma recon-
structions. The changes are small, and taken at face value might be
interpreted in terms of b50 kmof left-lateral transpression. This process
would not be inconsistent with the widespread evidence for crustal
shortening in Tierra del Fuego during the same period (e.g. Gombosi
et al., 2009; Kraemer, 2003), but the change it is interpreted from
is well within the range of uncertainties that might be tolerated from
different choices of Powell and Dove basin rotations.
6.3. The Central Scotia Plate grows: 33 Ma
The reconstruction for 33 Ma is shown in Fig. 8. The consequences of
motion between west and east Antarctic plates are depicted by recon-
struction of modest oblique stretching east of Alexander Island in the
George VI Trough (Cande et al., 2000; Eagles et al., 2009b). The South
American–Antarctic Ridge in the Weddell Sea has moved further to
the northwest. At itswestern end it givesway to the Endurance collision
zone. As in the earlier reconstructions, the trench and arc of the collision
zone are shown present as far north as the northern end of Discovery
Bank, where they meet the Burdwood transform fault. By 33 Ma, this
fault had lengthened as a result of Dove Basin widening, and reached
Fig. 7. 41 Ma (chron 13) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 6 plus P: Pirie Bank, T: Terror Rise.
Fig. 8. 33 Ma (chron 13) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols are the same as in Figs. 6 and 7 plus CSP: Central Scotia Plate, MP: Magallanes Plate.
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half the length of its present-day counterpart on the North Scotia Ridge.
The central Scotia Sea and South Georgia remain in the interior of the
South American Plate to the north of this boundary. South of it, the
site of divergence between the Central Scotia Plate and Tierra del
Fuego has jumped to the Protector Basin, abandoning Dove Basin in
the interior of the Central Scotia Plate and incising Omond Land further.
Powell Basin continues to open by continental stretching.
The underlap through Tierra del Fuego widens by around 100 km
between the 41 Ma and 33 Ma reconstructions. Overall, northward
widening of the Scotia Sea region is a robust requirement of the
northwest-directed South American–Antarctic motion in this period,
and there is indeed evidence for contemporary extension in Tierra del
Fuego, at the Sloggett Basin (Ghiglione et al., 2008). The crustal thinning
associated with the basin's growth is not quantiﬁed. As our circuit con-
struction concentrates its largest summed uncertainties on this bound-
ary, we consider in any case that the 100 km ﬁgure for the boundary's
widening would be unsuitable as a basis for calculating or comparing
any estimate of crustal thinning. Being subject only to uncertainty in
the Powell Basin reconstruction parameters,motion along themodelled
Burdwood transform fault can be interpreted with some more conﬁ-
dence as dominantly strike-slip between 41 and 33 Ma.
6.4. Capture of the central Scotia Sea and the nascent West Scotia
Ridge: 30 Ma
Large changes happened in the tectonics of the Scotia Sea by 30 Ma,
as depicted in Fig. 9. The ﬁgure shows how Protector Basin, like Dove
Basin before it, was abandoned in favour of a more westerly locus of
spreading. The new site lies between Terror Rise and eastern Tierra
del Fuego, and goes on to become the southern part of the west Scotia
Sea. The full-ﬁt rotation for the west Scotia Sea was derived from
reconstruction of the tabular magnetic anomalies on Terror Rise and
in Tierra del Fuego (Fig. 5). The 30 Ma date for the reconstruction is de-
termined by linear extrapolation of post-chron 8 seaﬂoor spreading
rates or angular rates in thewest Scotia Sea to meet this full-ﬁt rotation.
This date coincides with the independently-determined end of spread-
ing in Protector Basin at chron 11n.2 (30.2–29.7 Ma; Eagles et al., 2006).
Based on our model, therefore, 11n.2 would be the oldest magnetic
isochron to be expected at the margins of the west Scotia Sea south of
Tierra del Fuego and west of Terror Rise. Further south, completing
the dismemberment of Omond Land, Powell Basin is undergoing
oceanisation after the lengthy continental stretching between the
Central Scotia Plate (the arc plate) and Antarctic Peninsula.
The South American–Antarctic ridge in the Weddell Sea changed
only slightly from its condition at 33 Ma because of the slow spreading
rates it operated at. Calc-alkaline volcanism dated to 29–33 Ma and
well north of Discovery Bank in the present fore-arc shows that the
Endurance collision zone had lengthened northwards (Barker, 1995;
Livermore et al., 1994). We show it having reached South Georgia.
This lengthening needed to have occurred by rupturing old lithosphere
of the South American Plate to the east of what was to become the cen-
tral Scotia Sea. Eagles (2010b) speculated that rupture may have been
eased by the availability of a north-trending crustal asperity in the
formof aMesozoic fracture zone. The impetus for the trench to lengthen
is more difﬁcult to understand. Perhaps it was related to loading of
the South American Plate from below, as its subducted parts moved
northwards beneath the central Scotia Sea, setting up a downward
mantle ﬂow near its eastern edge.
Whatever their causes, the consequences of these events are impor-
tant for the Scotia Sea. Trench lengthening saw the older Burdwood
transform fault abandoned in favour of a new fault at the new, more
northerly, tip of the subduction zone. This fault remains active to the
present day along the North Scotia Ridge. At 30 Ma its exact path
through or around South Georgia is unknown, but can be expected
from its gross orientation to have acted overall in plate convergence in
the east and as a tear fault further west. Further west, the tear fault con-
nected to the existing plate boundary in Tierra del Fuego via the
Falkland Trough, which our rotations suggest accommodated very little
motion in the33–30 Maperiod.With this, the central Scotia Sea became
encircled by new plate boundaries that excised it from the South
American Plate. The central Scotia Sea started to move as part of the
Central Scotia Plate to which it gives its name.
6.5. Organised seaﬂoor spreading in the west Scotia Sea: 26 Ma
By 26 Ma (Fig. 10), seaﬂoor spreading was well established on
the West Scotia Ridge and the ridge in Powell Basin (Eagles and
Livermore, 2002; Eagles et al., 2005). Spreading was at slow rates on
both ridges so it can be expected that eachwould have hosted amedian
valley (Small, 1998). In the west Scotia Sea, anomaly 8 (26.2 Ma) is
Fig. 9. 30 Ma (chron 11) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 6, plus lines with white barbs: collision zones. Abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–8.
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interpreted on both ﬂanks of the ridge in corridors W1–W5 (Fig. 3;
Eagles et al., 2005). North of this, we envisage the eastwards motion
of the Central Scotia Plate as being accommodated by oblique continen-
tal extension in the Davis Bank–western Falkland Trough area. The
underlap north of Tierra del Fuego in this reconstruction has increased
slightly to ~160 km from its size at 33–30 Ma. Such an increase is indis-
tinguishable from the errors expected in the combination of rotations
for reconstructions of the South American–Antarctic, West Scotia and
Powell basins.
Volcanism might be expected to have continued to this time at
the Pirie Province, although its dredged volcaniclastic rocks only
yield dates of 29 Ma and 11 Ma (Dalziel et al., 2013b; Pearce et al.,
submitted for publication). Similar rocks have been dredged, but not
dated, from the neighbouring Davis Bank (Pandey et al., 2010). At
26 Ma, this part of the Scotia Sea may have been dotted with volcanic
islands on a shallow platform. If this volcanism was subduction-
related as Dalziel et al. (2013b) suggest, then the South American slab
beneath this part of the Scotia Sea must have been subducting at a
low angle in the range 10–20°, in view of its N500 km separation from
the trench southeast of South Georgia. Alternatively, the volcanism
may represent partial remelting of immature lower crust by the addi-
tion of mantle melts formed during the region's extension, in a manner
similar to that suggested for the much older Chon Aike large igneous
province (Pankhurst and Rapela, 1995).
Fig. 10. 26 Ma (chron 8) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–9 plus FT: Falkland Trough, Po.: Powell Basin, PP: Pirie Province, SST: South Sandwich Trench, W1, W5: numbered
segments of the West Scotia Ridge.
Fig. 11. 20 Ma (chron 6) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–10 plus SR: Shag Rocks Bank, SSR: South Scotia Ridge, W6: numbered segment of the West Scotia Ridge.
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6.6. Spreading ends in Powell Basin: 20 Ma
Fig. 11 illustrates the nextmajor change in the tectonics of the Scotia
Sea. Seaﬂoor spreading ceased in Powell Basin shortly before the time
of this reconstruction, perhaps at chron 6AA (~21 Ma; Eagles and
Livermore, 2002). This event coincided with the arrival of segments
of the South American–Antarctic Ridge at the Endurance collision
zone (Barker, 1995; Barker et al., 1982, 1984; Hamilton, 1989). In
view of these collisions, the coincidence between these events can be
interpreted in terms of changes in the driving forces controlling the
motion of the trench, and with it the central Scotia (arc) plate. With
the southern part of the trench and the ridge in Powell Basin now inac-
tive, the central Scotia–Antarctic plate boundary reorganised and
relocated. In Fig. 11 we portray its new site on the South Scotia Ridge.
At 20 Ma, there are few direct constraints on plate motion at this
boundary, for which the rotation is an extrapolation of the better-
constrained central Scotia–Antarctica rotation at 17 Ma. According to
this extrapolation, strain along the plate boundary may have happened
by slow sinistral transpression.
By 20 Ma the West Scotia Ridge had propagated north into the re-
gion betweenDavis Bank and the Pirie Province, presumably generating
a median valley between them (Fig. 3). At its northern end, just south
of Shag Rocks, motion on the ridge was transformed westwards into
the Falkland Trough. Shag Rocks bank thus remained juxtaposed with
South Georgia and, initially, with northern Davis Bank across the
transform fault. This time may also have seen subduction of parts of a
Phoenix–Nazca ridge crest south of Cape Horn, opening a slab window
that has been related to the occurrence of alkali basalt volcanism at
Packsaddle Island (Breitsprecher and Thorkelsen, 2009; Eagles et al.,
2009a; Puig et al., 1984). By removing an along-ridge larval dispersal
route between the Paciﬁc Ocean and Scotia Sea, such a collision
may also have contributed to the 25.9–13.4 Ma divergence in Kiwaid
crab biogeography, which is otherwise attributed to the onset of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Roterman et al., 2013).
The reconstruction shows thewidth of the underlap across thewest-
ern Falkland Trough and through northern Tierra del Fuego to reduce,
from ~155 km at 30–26 Ma, to 80 km. Although the magnitude of this
change is likely to be smaller than the errors resulting from simple
combination of the South America–Antarctica and Magallanes–Central
Scotia rotations, its sense is clearly required by any reconstruction that
seeks to combine those rotations without producing a seemingly-
unreasonable reconstruction overlap on the South Scotia Ridge. Plate
convergence in Tierra del Fuego and the western Falkland Trough at
26–20 Ma is therefore a reasonable requirement of our circuit-closure
considerations, and is evident in the form of an accretionary prism at
Burdwood and Davis banks, and young structures in the fold and thrust
belt of Tierra del Fuego (Bry et al., 2004; Cunningham et al., 1998;
Klepeis and Austin, 1997; Kraemer, 2003).
6.7. Rupture of the Central Scotia Plate: 17 Ma
The major plate situation depicted for 17 Ma in Fig. 12 is similar to
that in Fig. 11. In addition, part of the former Phoenix Plate in the
major plate circuit is juxtaposed with the southern continental margin
of Tierra del Fuego on the Magallanes Plate, in the smaller Scotia Sea
plate circuit. Placing the interior of the Scotia Seawithin the reconstruc-
tion according to a simple 17 Myr-long extrapolation of Smalley et al.'s
Scotia–Antarctica rotation parameters results in an overlap of these ele-
ments, which implies plate divergence between the two that is unlikely
considering the Fuegian margin's accretionary nature (Polonia et al.,
1999). Simply adopting different angles about Smalley et al.'s (2007)
pole sets up a difﬁcult-to-justify trade off between this overlap and
another one between the central Scotia and Antarctic plates on the
South Scotia Ridge. Instead, we link the reconstruction elements with
an ad hoc central Scotia–Antarctica rotation that is designed to avoid
overlap and underlap between Tierra del Fuego and the Phoenix Plate,
and reproduce the slow and slightly transpressional strain on the
South Scotia Ridge that interpretations of seismic proﬁles suggest it
may have accommodated (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1996; Kavoun and
Vinnikovskaya, 1994; Lodolo et al., 2010).
Fig. 12 shows two large changes within the Scotia Arc. The ﬁrst
change is further northward propagation of the West Scotia Ridge
through the North Scotia Ridge and into the Falkland Trough, by
which Shag Rocks and Davis banks ﬁnally separated. The interpolated
rotation we use to juxtapose Shag Rocks with South Georgia suggests
that this propagation occurred at 18.5 Ma. The resulting breach in the
North Scotia Ridge is occupied today by Barker Bank, beneath which
magnetic reversal anomalies suggest that oceanic basement may lie.
Barker Bank may in large part therefore consist of a build up of sedi-
ments deposited where fast bottom currents turn on their way into
Fig. 12. 17 Ma (chron 5C) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry datawith plate outlines. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. Allmotionswith respect to
present day East Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–11 plus ESR: East Scotia Ridge, Ja.: Jane Basin, Sc.: Scan Basin.
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the Falkland Trough. The second change is the onset of plate divergence
in the East Scotia Sea (Vanneste and Larter, 2002). In keeping with our
assumption of a rigid single arc plate, we show this early basin as a con-
tinuous feature with Scan and Jane basins. Rupture of the Central Scotia
Plate in these locations allowed the proto-Sandwich plate to rift off it.
Motion of this new arc plate immediately started to accommodate east-
wards migration of the South Sandwich Trench so that plate divergence
in the west Scotia Sea slowed considerably. The underlap region at the
North Scotia Ridge and in Tierra del Fuego closed to less than 30 km
in the 20–17 Ma period, indicating continued plate convergence in
those locations.
6.8. The senescent West Scotia Ridge: 10 Ma
In Fig. 13, as in the 17 Ma reconstruction, the plate circuit at 10 Ma is
completed using a rotation that is designed to avoid overlap between
the Phoenix and Magallanes plates. The rotation is slight, and the strain
it insinuates on the South Scotia Ridge is very similar to that by the
present-day GPS-derived rotation of Smalley et al. (2007). We interpret
this as an indication of the onset ofmodern-likemotion following ridge-
crest–trench collisions in the northwest Weddell Sea and deactivation
of Scan and Jane basins as sites of plate divergence. The North Scotia
Ridge, in contrast, continued to act as two separate plate boundaries,
in the west between the Magallanes and South American plates,
and in the east between the central Scotia and South American plates.
Its slight (15 km) reconstruction underlap and right-handed offset
illustrate that the last 10 million years have seen slow sinistral
transpression accommodated along most of its length. The spreading
rate on the West Scotia Ridge had continued to decrease slightly since
its marked reduction at 17 Ma, although it never reached ultra-slow
spreading rates (Eagles et al., 2005). In the interior of the Central Scotia
Plate, renewed volcanism around this time has been related to subduc-
tion at the South Sandwich Trench of an aseismic ridge of the Northeast
Georgia Rise large igneous province (Dalziel et al., 2013b; Pearce et al.,
submitted for publication).
6.9. Birth of the Scotia Plate: 6 Ma
Fig. 14 depicts the beginning of the modern plate tectonic era in the
Scotia Sea, which began with the end of plate motions on the West
Scotia Ridge between 6 Ma and 5 Ma (Eagles et al., 2005). The
Magallanes and Central Scotia Plates amalgamated to form the Scotia
Plate. Consequently, since 6 Ma the North and South Scotia ridges
have constituted the northern and southern boundaries of the Scotia
Plate with the South American and Antarctic plates. We use Smalley
et al.'s (2007) GPS-derived Euler rotation for Scotia–Antarctic motion
to close the reconstruction. In order to crudely depict small motions
within the South Scotia Ridge, which have given rise to its dissection
and the development of deep transtensional basins at releasing bends
(Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1996), we apply Smalley et al.'s (2007) rotation
with just half of the angle to the northern blocks of the ridge. At the
eastern end of the Scotia Plate, the Sandwich Plate has grown as a result
of back-arc spreading in the period since 17 Ma. Further west, the last
corner of the Phoenix Plate is still actively subducting beneath the
Antarctic Peninsula. Its northeast-facing edge at this time is a strongly
oblique-convergent plate boundary with the Scotia Plate. The oblique
convergence, by 6 Ma, had resulted in ﬂexural uplift of the plate edge,
producing a linear ridge at the Shackleton Fracture Zone which persists
to the present day (Livermore et al., 2004).
7. Discussion: Paleobathymetric development of Drake Passage
In Figs. 6–14, we made no attempt to reconstruct the topographic
effects of any processes other than plate motion. Despite this, large
scale geodynamic and surface processes such as thermal contraction
of the cooling oceanic lithosphere, tectonic thinning and ﬂexure of the
lithosphere at plate boundaries, or loading and unloading by erosion
and sedimentation can be taken into consideration using simple
kinematic models (e.g. Wilson et al., 2012). Doing so in the Scotia Sea
however requires regional data sets that do not yet exist at adequate
resolution, coverage, or reliability. Models and knowledge of the sensi-
tivity of biogeographic and paleoclimate processes to paleobathymetry
in Drake Passage, however, are not yet so ﬁne that they would justify
the precision anticipated from this kind of work. Instead, paleoclimate
studies with general and ocean circulation models have tended to
focus on the question of when Drake Passage may have opened as a
through-going connection between the Paciﬁc and Atlantic basins in
deep (N2.5 km), intermediate (1.0–2.5 km), or shallow (b1 km)
water. Biogeographical studies aremore concernedwith environmental
Fig. 13. 10 Ma (chron 5) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–12 plus BB: Barker Bank, NE: Northeast Georgia Rise.
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classiﬁcations of paleotopography, and most crudely the distinction
between terrestrial and marine environments.
Fig. 15 abstracts the information of Figs. 6–14 in terms of these depth
classes. To make it, we note that the largest scale of processes at which
we expect areas of seaﬂoor to have moved rapidly between depth
classes is the plate boundary scale. With these considerations in mind,
we made manual adjustments in a computer drawing package to the
reconstructed present-day bathymetry of Figs. 6–14. We worked back-
wards in time through the reconstructions, applying the adjustments
according to the following scheme:
a) The short durations of steps between time slices are such that
thermal subsidence is not likely to have caused intraplate regions
to cross between depth classes. Such regions thus remain in the
same depth class they had for the younger time slice;
b) Plate boundary areas on continental basement that would be
expected to have responded to plate convergencewith crustal thick-
ening between two time slices move down one depth class in the
time slice preceding the convergence. These areas often appear as
underlaps in Figs. 6–14;
c) Plate boundary areas on continental or oceanic basement thatwould
be expected to have responded to plate convergence-related loading
by regional ﬂexuremove up one depth class in the time slice preced-
ing the convergence. These areas also often appear as underlaps in
Figs. 6–14;
d) Plate boundary areas on continental basement that would be
expected to have responded to plate divergence by extensional
basin formationmove up one depth class in the time slice preceding
the divergence;
e) Areas move up a depth class if they were experiencing arc or
intraplate volcanism in the older of two time slices but not in the
younger;
f) We account for the loss of the northern precursor of the South
Sandwich arc to subduction erosion by simply assuming that it
resembled its present successor; and
g) Areas shown as underlaps resulting from subduction at the South
Shetland and South Sandwich trenches and Endurance collision
zone are depicted in the deep class, under the assumption they
must have consisted of oceanic lithosphere.
These considerations are undoubtedly crude but they fulﬁl many
basic expectations of the bathymetric change behaviour for plate
interiors and plate boundary zones. Their uncertainties are large and,
we consider, most critical for the difference between terrestrial and in-
termediate classes. To depict the effects of this particular uncertainty,
we include a fourth depth class, which we label ‘coastal’, at ±150 m
of present-day sea level. Processes that have not been taken explicitly
into consideration include erosion and sedimentation, dynamic topog-
raphy, and glacial and other eustatic sea level variations.
At 50 Ma, Fig. 15 depicts extensional basins in easternmost Tierra
del Fuego to host localized seas in the coastal and shallow depth classes.
To the west and south, the reconstruction shows Omond Land as an
~250 km wide archipelago or coastal plain connecting Tierra del
Fuego and the northern Antarctic Peninsula. As noted above, we have
not accounted for the areal effects of any continental stretching in our
reconstructions. With typical integrated stretching factors for continen-
tal margin settings, the real width of Omond Landmay have been closer
to 120 km. On millennial timescales, we consider the 50 Ma time slice
to show, in effect, a complete terrestrial connection between South
America and Antarctica. With the onset of extension in Powell and
Dove basins after 50 Ma, however, subsidence related to crustal thin-
ning of the northern peninsula, South Orkney Microcontinent and
Pirie and Bruce banks produces a continuous gateway in the shallow
depth class. By 41 Ma, shallow (b1 km) ocean ﬂoor dominates eastern
and southern Omond Land, cross-cut by troughs of intermediate and
deep ﬂoor related to the onset of rifting and spreading in Powell and
Dove basin and their connections to the Paciﬁc margin. Scher and
Martin (2006) described Nd isotopic evidence in core samples from
the Paciﬁc and Atlantic oceans for the establishment of this connection.
Along with Eagles et al. (2006), they speculated on the role that such a
connection may have played in long-term global changes leading up
to the perennial glaciation of Antarctica.
By 30 Ma, volcaniclastic rocks in dredge samples from the Pirie
Province suggest that subaerial volcanic peaks may have existed in the
northern Scotia Sea (Dalziel et al., 2013b; Pearce et al., submitted for
publication). An unsampled north–south trending swell further east
in the central Scotia Sea may have a similar origin, and so may
also have sported such features at this time. Polarstern Basin to the
south, however, is smooth-ﬂoored and deep and preserves no sign of
Fig. 14. 6 Ma (chron 3A) reconstruction of present-day bathymetry. See text for a discussion of the uncertainties in this reconstruction. All motions with respect to present day East
Antarctica. Symbols and abbreviations are the same as in Figs. 6–13 plus SFZ: Shackleton Fracture Zone.
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processes that might have led to its subsidence from much shallower
depths at 30 Ma; it is likely to have been present at similar depths to
today's. Further south still, Terror Rise and Pirie Bank will have experi-
enced two periods of extension each, as precursors to the separate
phases of seaﬂoor spreading each side of them. They can be expected
to have undergone extreme lithospheric and crustal thinning, and
thus since at least 30 Ma to have been present at intermediate depths
similar to today's, where they interrupt the continuity of deeper
seaﬂoor in the neighbouring Protector and Dove basins. At the eastern
edge of the Scotia Sea, an arc of subduction-related volcanic islands
like the present-day South Sandwich islands is shown adorning
the intermediate-to-shallow pedestals of Discovery Bank and the
now-subducted paleo-arc northwards of it towards South Georgia
(Vanneste and Larter, 2002). Consequently, although intermediate-
depth parts of the continental slopes off the northern Antarctic Peninsula
and southern Tierra del Fuego part to form a narrow deep proximal
gateway at 30 Ma, eastward ﬂow of deep water through the Scotia Sea
is likely to have been possible only via tortuous pathways, leading to
turbulence and strong vertical mixing, and thus considerable complexity
in any proto-polar front.
In the 26–20 Ma period, a broad (100–300 km) unbroken gateway
into the Scotia Sea opened over deep (N2.5 km) seaﬂoor between
Terror Rise and Tierra del Fuego. Continuous deep new oceanic crust
formed west and north of Terror Rise. At the start of this period, the
West Scotia Ridge would have existed with a median valley between
this connection and the eastern edge of Burdwood Bank, and by the
Fig. 15. Simple paleobathymetric reconstructions of Drake Passage based on present-day bathymetry and the tectonic reconstructions in Figs. 6–14. Dark blue: deep (N2.5 km), mid blue:
intermediate (2.5–1.0 km), light blue: shallow (b1.0 km), light green: ‘coastal’ (±150 m), green: terrestrial.
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end would have been present as far north as Davis Bank and the Pirie
Province, leading to their faulting and subsidence. Hence, a continuous
and moderately wide deep water path would have existed as far east
as Bruce Bank and as far north as Shag Rocks. With the North Scotia
Ridge still unbroken at intermediate levels, the possibility and nature
of deep transport out of the Scotia Sea would still have depended on
the presence and shape of precursors to the South Sandwich Arc north
of Discovery Bank.
17 Ma sees the West Scotia Ridge having propagated further north
to breach the North Scotia Ridge at Barker Bank, forming the oceano-
graphic Shag Rocks passage. Above we noted that this propagation
may date from 18.5 Ma. The passage reached its full width of around
80 km by 6 Ma, when spreading ended in the west Scotia Sea. Deep
frontal water that was channelled north along the West Scotia Ridge
would therefore have had the opportunity to enter the Falkland Trough
since 18.5–17 Ma. At the present day, a portion of this water circulates
west into the trough, where it has given rise to the development of
the South Falkland Slope Drift. Koenitz et al. (2008) suggested the
drift dates from 20.6 Ma on the basis of extrapolated sedimentation
rates and a supposedMiocene age for the basement of the central Scotia
Sea (Maldonado et al., 2003). Our reconstructions do not support the
existence of such a basement age constraint, so that it seems more rea-
sonable to suggest the seismic stratigraphy of the drift should begin
with the opening of the Falkland Trough to frontal processes at
18.5 Ma instead. Throughout this period, eastwardﬂowout of the Scotia
Seawould still have been constrained to pass through gaps in the ances-
tors of the South Sandwich Arc, but at 6 Ma the northern tip of the arc
passed east of the southern tip of the South Georgia microcontinent,
clearing a new a deep water passageway.
8. Conclusions
Synthesis of new and recent plate kinematic studies permits the fol-
lowing summary of the plate tectonic history of the Scotia Sea region.
The Scotia Sea grew by plate divergence that was limited by the kine-
matics of the bounding South American and Antarctic plates, but
decoupled from it by the presence of their shared subduction boundary
in the northwest Weddell Sea and a long transform fault zone that
existed to connect the subduction zone to its counterpart at the Chile
Trench. Motion of the trench in theWeddell Sea imparted independent
motion to the plates behind it in the Scotia Sea. Thiswas accommodated
by a combination of the growth of a succession of small basins and con-
tinuing slowmotion on the transform fault zone. Early on, the transform
fault passed south of Burdwood Bank and the mid-ocean ridges were
short and conﬁned to the southern Scotia Sea.Withnorthward propaga-
tion of the subduction zone at 30 Ma, the transform relocated to the
southern edge of the Falkland Plateau and seaﬂoor spreading started
on the longer West Scotia Ridge. This continued until 17 Ma, when a
second mid-ocean ridge initiated in the East Scotia Sea. The two ridges
worked simultaneously until the cessation of spreading on the West
Scotia Ridge at ~6 Ma.
We present these events using nine reconstructions of gridded
bathymetric data, and embellish them to form the basis for a set
of paleobathymetric sketches. The sketches show a shallow to
intermediate-depth gateway opening in the period 50–41 Ma, followed
by a deep-water gateway at 30 Ma. Based on the sketches, we imagine
that oceanographic processes in this early deep gateway would have
been strongly affected by the tortuosity of the deep parts of its ﬂoor,
perhaps leading to a weak and segmented polar front and strong verti-
calmixing in the embryonic Scotia Sea. Tortuositywould have gradually
decreased as more deep ocean ﬂoor was accreted to the ﬂanks of
the West Scotia Ridge in the period leading up to 20 Ma, but eastwards
outﬂowmayhave continued to be inhibited by an ancestral South Sand-
wich Arc and continuous North Scotia Ridge. A frontal systemorganised
more like today's would only have become possiblewith the opening of
deep water gaps on the North Scotia Ridge at 18.5–17 Ma, and at the
northern end of the East Scotia Sea at ~10 Ma.
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